
NOSTO 
Design Laura Aalto-Setälä

Installation instructions

This package includes:

1 glass lampshade
8-9m sailing rope
1,8m fabric coated electric cord
1 aluminum cleat 
1 hanging assembly
1 energy-saving bulb

1. Start by determining the wanted height.

2. Move the location of the knot if needed. 

Instructions for the knot. 
The knot loop is attached to the ceiling hook.

3. If needed, adjust the length of the cord by adding 
cord to the cleat or by taking cord out of it. 

3.1. Loosen the uppermost loop on the cleat.
3.2. Convey the excess wire away from the cleat.

When more cord is needed:

When less cord is needed:

3.3. Guide more cord to the cleat.
3.4. Loop the new cord onto one of the arms.

Note: If you only need to loosen or tighten the cord 
by <10cm, it is best just to loosen existing loops, 
and not to remove/add more loops.



4. If needed, undo and make the rope skein again. 

4.5. Make the remaining rope to go through the skein, 
around the holding rope and back.
4.6. Guide the end of the rope through the loop made in 4.5. and tighten.

4.2. 4.3. 4.4a. 4.4b.

4.1.

4.5a. 4.5b. 4.6a. 4.6b.

4.4. When there is 150-170 cm of rope left, start turning the rope 
around the loops.

4.1. Undo the skein. Take 70-80cm of rope between your arms.
4.2. Start placing the rope into loops, on on top of the other.
4.3. Make sure the loop are of same size and are not crisscrossed.  

5. Place the glass lampshade inside the ropes.  

Note: It is better to do this step with assistance!

5.1. Take the lamp holder aside and keep it there until 5.4.
5.2. Lift the lampshade sideways into the loops.
5.3. Match the center of the lampshade to the rope intersection.

5.1.

5.2. 5.3.

5.4. 5.5. 5.6.

5.4. Place the lamp inside the lampshade carefully.
5.5. Straighten the lampshade carefully while holding the ropes still
5.6. All set!

More information:
info@lasifaasi.fi
www.lasifaasi.fi

Lasifaasi Glass / ID 2692731-4
address: Läntinen Papinkatu 6C47, 00530 Helsinki

Note: This step is easier, if you take the set up 
down where you can loop the rope on a table 
instead balancing the whole rope in your 
hands. This is especially advisable if you are 
new to tying ropes.


